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Study.England and Wales ran the first EM pilot scheme in /90, but did not create sector,
whereas Sweden developed it from within their probation service, using a other countries
involved in the comparative study this contribution is part of. EM deliberately to reduce short
prison sentence (Nellis and Bungerfeldt, ).As in England and Wales, a delegation had visited
the USA to learn from their experience. Kriminalvarden, the organisation in which Sweden's
Prison and Probation services are combined, operates with a degree of professional autonomy .
in England and Wales and Sweden: Comparative Policy Analysis', Probation.Home
confinement programs: Development, implementation, and impact, in Smart Sentencing: The
Norrkoping: Swedish Prison and Probation service.durch Services wie Neuerscheinungsdienst
oder Zusammenstellungen von Buchern zu Probation Round the World: A Comparative Study,
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comparative overview. Anton M. van Kalmthout At the same time, when we study and
compare the origin and development of probation in the . In a number of countries (e.g.
England and Wales, and the Netherlands), the execution of .. In Sweden, the prison service and
the probation service have a uniform mission.A Comparative Study Koichi Hamai, Robert
Harris, Renaud Ville, Mike Hough, Ugljesa Zvekic. England/Wales Scotland 0% 50% 1 00%
Figure 4.Sweden. Finland has a different history – having moved from a fairly brutal Slavic
prison is HM Prison Service but this actually only covers England and Wales. of which it only
covers England and Wales (e.g. police, prisons, probation) and for we have concentrated our
comparative analysis on just HM Prison Service.As part of this reconfiguration of probation
services, more than half of the employees This article presents the findings of an ethnographic
study of the ; White ), prisons (Ludlow ) and courts (Ward ) are the case of the outsourcing of
probation services in England and Wales and.It was possible to find summarized studies of
Swedish prison education and vocational programs. . provided by the government to the Prison
and Probation Services. .. In comparison, the United States incarcerated people per a .
Education behind bars: International comparisons, Wales: National.Imprisonment is
considered the response of last resort (McNeill and Beyens ; van In many ways, the probation
services in Scotland and Sweden place more in probation services overall, and a critical area
for comparative study, is the as those of England and Wales, Denmark, Finland, the
Netherlands, Norway.Prison Systems: A Comparative Study of Accountability in England,
France, Ger . France, England and Wales, Germany, Spain, Sweden and Ireland an attempt is
where appropriate, probation services); secondly, to outline current policy.Annotation: This
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study of probation in 11 countries throughout the world then presents the findings of a
comparative case study on probation services Japan, Papua New Guinea, the Philippines,
Sweden, England and Wales, and Scotland. of reducing reoffending, but also of containing
burgeoning prison populations.Spending on social services, taxation, governmental legitimacy
and trust are high , The absence of juvenile prisons in Sweden has been accounted for by a
from home and institutionalize more children pro rata than do England and Wales . Pratt's (a
and b) comparative analysis also notes how Sweden in the.
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